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When was the last
time you shared a belly
laugh with a lavorite
pal? Let'sgetserious

about getting happy.

FORAGOODTIME
TOO MANY OF US HAVE FORGOTTEN HOWTO REALLY HAVE FUN. HERE, SIMPLE WAYS
TO EXPERIENCE MORE JOY-AND LESS STRESS-EVERY DAY. BY DEMISE FOLEY
Our new Tibetan spaniel. Abby, is up for
play 24/7. She gets me out of the house
and running around the yard a couple of
times every day. and 1 normally only run
if I'm being chased. But at one point, I ac
tually considered hiring someone to exer

cise her so I wouldn't have to take so
many work breaks.

Hire someone to play with my puppy?
So 1 could work? Had 1 lost my mind?
That's when 1 knew I'd had my nose to

the grindstone for too long. And that's so
not me. When my husband and I first
met we had playground dates. At work I
was the high scorer in hallway bowling.
My kid's friends say they like to come to

our house because I'm the funny mom—
and they mean ha-ha, not strange.

When had my sense of fun lost the
will to live?
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"1 hear this all the time from women,"
says Joan Borysenko, Ph.D., author of In
ner Peace for Busy Women (Hay House)
"As a culture we're so serious, so missing
spontaneity, so overs cheduled that we've
forgotten how to have a good time." And
we're all going to pay dearly for it, say

Columbia University researchers who
found that when we consistently choose
work over play, we start to get resentful.
Do you really want to become the

poster child for regret? I know 1 don't. So
I set out to find some ways to start letting
the good times roll again.

ally have up to five hours of "leisure"
time every day. according to a survey by
the US. Department of Labor. Don't
know where it goes? That's probably be
cause you're not thinking about it. says
Jerry May, Ph.D.. who has studied the
link between having fun and career suc

cess in 4,000 top professionals and elite

athletes. "We're all busy, but we can still
choose how we spend the free time we

do have," he says. Block out—in writ
ing—some "fun" spots on your calendar
even if it's just a few minutes every day

and a couple of hours on the weekend.
TO LIVE IT UP

FUN SPOILER #1
"I don't have the time."
Sure, you've got too much to do. But
don'i be so quick to think your calendar
has absolutely no room. Americans actu

Follow the laughter. You can "catch"
moods from other people. "In psycholo
gy it's known as the emotional contagion
theory." says Caroline Adams Miller, a
performance coach whose license plate

psych1

BETTER CLEANING,
WHITENING AND
STAIN REMOVAL.

Boost your LOL quotient
by remembering
whal you love to do—
then giving yourself
permission to da it.

reads, wehvfun. "Figure out which people

FUN SPOILER #2

are black holes in your life and avoid

"I've forgotten how."

them so you don't unconsciously lake on

You shouldn't have to rack your brain to

their joy-killing attitudes, behaviors and

figure out how to have fun, but many of

gravitate

us da "When 1 ask clients to make a list

toward the "bright lights" who'll infect

of '10 Things That Bring Me Joy,'" they

you with their cheer. "The world isn't a

often can't get past number two," says

thinking patterns." Instead,

stage, it's a party—mingle," says Loretta

Miller. "It's really been so long since they

LaRoche, author of Life is Short—Wear

felt any." Is this what you want your life

Your Parly Pants [Hay House).

to be like? No!

Step away from the screen. Ameri

TO LIVE IT UP

cans spend as much as half of their

Pretend

downtime plopped in front of the televi

yourself what you'd do if you could make

sion, according to the U.S. Department

your wildest dreams come true, says Mi

of Labor. "But so much of what we're

chelle DeAngelis. founder of the man

viewing is just like empty calories," says

agement consulting firm Planet Joyride.

Gail McMeekin, author of The Power of

Quick—make a list of all the diings you'd

Positive Choices (Conari

Press). "Turn

do if money were no object. Then get

the television off and do something else

yourself out there and do some of them.

you

won

the

lottery.

TODAY'S LAUNDRY SECRET:

Ask

you enjoy." If you decide to watch, stick

Release your inner child. Were you a

to your favorites—not the stuff you get

Double Dutch champ? Did you love Paint-

sucked into because, oh, well, you're al

by-Numbers? Did doing the Electric Slide

ready in front of the TV.

leave you totally blissed out? Take a trip
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psych
5 quick mood-boosters
1. Laugh even if you. don't feel it. Studies show that a phony
grin or giggle can change a bad mood.

Z. Read Something funny. When I'm feeling low, I go to
peepresoarch.org. a website detailing fake scientific research on that Easter
basket favorite Marshmallow Peeps. You may prefer something less bizarre.

3. Drop self-judgment. Brooding over a mistake? Borrow a 'tude from
Thomas "Electric Lightbulb" Edison, who once said, "I have not failed. I've just
found 10,000 ways that won't work."

4. Do the unexpected. Say yes to something—a Texas two-step class,
chipotle pepper truffles—you'd ordinarily steer clear of. Studies done last year at
Baylor College of Medicine m Houston and Emory University in Atlanta found
that your pleasure centers literally light up when you do something unpredictable.

5. Count your many blessings, large and small. Gratitude
and appreciation are the ultimate spirit-lifters.

down memory lane: Dig up old family

TO LIVE IT UP

photographs or reminisce with your sib

Start feeling entitled. Listen up, work

lings for clues to the things that gave you

aholics: It's not only okay to enjoy your

the giggles when you were younger. "If

self, it's necessary. Indulging in occasional

you fee! too embarrassed to do the things

pleasures make you more, not less pro

you enjoyed as n kid. borrow a kid and do

ductive. "When you're in fun mode, your

them with him," suggests psychiatrist Ed

mind is more attentive to the moment.

ward Hallowel!, M.Q. author of CrazyBusy

So there's less stress and struggle," says

(Ballantine Books).

LaRoche. "It's called focus."

FUN SPOILER #3

the m selves

Develop dust tolerance. Women give
impossible

standards

at

home, says McMeekin. "You can't live
Guiit can be a good thing if you, say, just

with that kind perfectionism," sha says,

snatched someone's purse. It will make

"because fun is the thing that gets crossed

you give it back and turn yourself in like

off the list." If you can't afford household

a good citizen. Bui fun and guilt? They

help, and mobilizing the family is as dif

go together like sauerkraut and milk.

ficult as brokering peace in the Middle

Your problem: You may be focusing too

East, work on lowering your standard of

much on making a living and not enough

cleanliness. Your goal, says DcAngelis, is

on making a life. And as a woman, you're

to get to the point where you're willing

more likely than a man to be Type E,

"just to draw a happy face in the dust and

which McMeekin defines as someone

go out and have a good time."

who "does everything for everyone else."

no one is taking care of you. "All that

FUN SPOILER #4
"I don't have the money"

seething is going to make you depressed

"Having fun doesn't have to cost you,"

and angry, and stand in the way of your

says May. In fact, landmark studies on

having fun," McMeekin says.

what makes us happy are clear on this

The fallout: simmering resentment that

rr \
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can buy a wide-screen TV, a cruise to

don't let your anxiety stop you from

Alaska and those really cute shoes you

something that you'd really like to do.

saw in the Nordstrom catalog. But there's

TO LIVE IT UP

no guarantee that those things are going

Go mano a mano with inner demons.

to make your life a laugh riot either.

Whether you want to fly a kite in the

TO LIVE IT UP

park, take salsa lessons or try out for a

Go for the cheap thrills. People-watch

part in your community theater, the only

at lunch time, gossip with your neighbor

way to triumph is to acknowledge your

or sign up lor an e-mail joke service so

fear and do it anyway. Just take a deep

you can have your first laugh of the day

breath and jump in. "You need io learn

with your morning coffee. "Fun is right in

thai when you do something out of the

front of us all the time," says May. All you

ordinary there really is no fallout," says

have to do is be open to it.

Miller, "and you'll feel better because you

Get some attitude. Vow to find five little

dare to take the risk."

amusements every morning that don't

Don't let other people run your life.

cost anything. Remember, says LaRoche,

The truth is that even though your friends

"fun is really how you approach life. It's a

and family care passionately about you,
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wacky websites
If you have to spend time in front of a screen, you might as well have some

fun. Try these out (use at your own risk!|:

dailykitten.com Who can resist a new kitten picture every day?
boretl.com If your day's turning into a yawn, check out this site, where
you can morph celebrity photos, see funny billboards, take silly quizzes

and listen to song parodies.

addictLnggames.com Hundreds of free arcade-like games to get

ntqnium dwnlde wirh yefc^ lemc omde (S nq Vbk-arc ict4dj or red

you through the workday.
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Marteied and Diimkied by:
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moving your cursor around Ihe screen.

despair.com For those who appreciate dark humor, this site offers
"de-motivating" posters and mugs with messages such as, "It could be that
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the purpose of your life is only to serve as a warning to others" and "Not
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everyone gets to be an astronaut when they grow up."
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